AT THE HEART OF ELITE

Every one of our emissions solutions is built on an Uncompromising Focus on Quality, Delivery, People, Innovation and Customer Support, our core values. We believe that by always staying true to QDPCIS during every project, we will build highly creative and productive relationships with customers that endure.

Today, Sierra’s BG3 Elite partial flow dilution system is protected by 13 patents and considered the industry performance leader in its class. The entire Elite Series product line is built upon a core focus of helping our customer across the globe meet every tightening regulations through improved accuracy, repeatability, and reduction of measurement uncertainty, and variability.

At the heart of the Elite Series is our powerful CADET V14 test automation technology, which combines accurate multi-channel control and high-speed data acquisition. To meet the challenges of a rapidly changing industry, the Elite Series product line covers a complete scope of engine and vehicle emissions applications.

Innovative, open design and a common, easy-to-use interface allow us to integrate seamlessly with existing instrumentation and other manufacturers’ equipment, or build powerful turnkey emissions solutions designed to your specific requirements.